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Scenario:
So, your team recently has been tasked with developing a new application and running it. The
team made the decision to take a microservices based approach to the application. Your team
also has decided to utilize Docker containers and Azure as a cloud platform. Great, now it’s
time to move forward right? Not so fast. There is no question that Docker containers will be
used, but what is in question is where you will run the containers. In Azure containers can run
on Azure’s managed Kubernetes (AKS) service, an App Service Plan on Azure App Service
Environment (ASE), or Azure Service Fabric (ASF). Let’s look at each one of these Azure
services including an overview, pro’s, cons, and pricing.

This Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) image is clickable.
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This Azure App Service Environment (ASE) image is clickable.

This Azure Service Fabric (ASF) image is clickable.

Conclusion:
Choose Azure Kubernetes Service if you need more control, want to avoid vendor lock-in (can
run on Azure, AWS, GCP, on-prem), need features of a full orchestration system, flexibility of
auto scale configurations, need deeper monitoring, flexibility with networking, public IP’s, DNS,
SSL, need a rich ecosystem of addons, will have many multi-container deployments, and plan
to run a large number of containers. Also, this is a low cost.
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Choose Azure App Service Environment if don’t need as much control, want a dedicated SLA,
don’t need deep monitoring or control of the underlying server infrastructure, want to leverage
features such as deployment slots, green/blue deployments, will have simple and a low
number of multi-container deployments via Docker compose, and plan to run a smaller number
of containers. Regarding cost, running a containerized application in an App Service Plan in
ASE tends to be more expensive compared to running in AKS or Service Fabric. The higher cost
of running containers on ASE is because with an App Service Plan on ASE, you are paying
costs for a combination of resources and the managed service. With AKS and ASF you are
only paying for the resources used.
Choose Service Fabric if you want a full micros services platform, need flexibility now or in the
future to run in cloud and or on-premises, will run native code in addition to containers, want
automatic load balancing, low cost.
A huge thanks to my colleague Sunny Singh ( @sunnys101) for giving his input and reviewing
this post. Thanks for reading and check back for more Azure and container contents soon.
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